
 

 

A Design of Automatic Ultrasonic Flaw Detecting Control 

System for Steel Pipe based on PLC 
(Presented by Ding Xusheng, Lin Bingquan and Yang Qinglan from Guangdong Goworld 
Electronic Engineeering Development Center) 

Abstract: At present, the China-made automatic detecting equipments for steel pipe 
fail to implement monitoring real-timely. To address this issue, the control system of 
automatic steel pipe equipment is presented. The control system of the slave unit is 
generated by C++Builder. Through RS-232 serial com, the master unit can implement 
real-time monitoring with the slave unit. This system proves stable in control and 
reliable in performance by field testament, which demonstrates full-auto controlling 
ability for Ultrasonic NDT instrument.  
Key words: automatic; communication system; slave/master unit 
1. Introduction 
Studies of automatic ultrasonic non-destructive testing (AUNDT) on common 
seamless steel pipe began in early 90s. While recent investigations among steel-pipe 
producing factories in such places as Hengyang, Shanghai, Nanchang, Huzhou and 
Changzhou show that homemade AUNDT equipments for steel-pipes only employ 
PLC as the controller in default of a master unit for real-time monitoring. In 
consequence operators have to be present for this monitoring job, which involves a lot 
of efforts and human factors and is not favorable to the promotion of product quality 
and production efficiency. The fact that steel-pipe products of ever higher quality are 
needed to meet their ever more overseas requirements sets grounds for immediate 
birth of a full-auto detecting equipment. One method to address this issue is fill up the 
role of master unit with IPC for real-time monitoring in addition to original control 
system. Thus a set of full-auto testing system would be established to attain stability 
and reliability, and the possibility to replay the testing process would save a great deal 
of labor.  
The control system discussed in this article comprises an IPC (Industrial Personal 
Computer) as the master unit and a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) as the 
slave unit. Frequency Control Technology is also adopted to adjust the advancing 
speed and direction of the steel-pipe as it revolving forward. Serial port 
communication between the master unit and the slave unit is achieved through 
RS-232. Apart from that, they are both supplied with power by UPS (Uninterruptible 
Power System). Finally, this control system proves stable and reliable by testament in 
operation. 
2 Components and the control process 
2.1 Components 
According to the standards of the equipment and testing technique, full-auto 
ultrasonic flaw detecting control system includes Part Electrical and Part Mechanical. 
Part Electrical is made up of IPC, PLC, sensor, buttons, relay, solenoid valve, 
frequency converter, electrical machine and so on. The IPC is employed as a general 
monitor while the PLC as the centre of the control system. Part Mechanical is 
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constituted by feed bench (charge platform), discharge sort rack, detecting host 
elevator, steel-pipe passageway, various cylinders, chain wheels, holders, coupled 
mercury and so on.  
 
Chart 1 is illustrated as the structure formed by the hardware components of the 
system: 

 
         Chart 1   Hardware Component Organization 
 

Functional principle of the core component in system-leveled control: 
 
IPC: It is used as the master unit to monitor the whole control system, and mainly 
applied in such jobs as operation parameters setting, online operation parameters 
revision, settings of warning alarm, problem display and administration permission. 
For example, it is ordered by the operator to carry out the control mission, sending the 
massage to the PLC through serial port and real-timely collecting the feedbacks. Then 
it will inform the operator of the result after intelligent judgment and store the testing 
process for replay.  
 
PLC: Its FX2N-64MR type is employed as the control center of the slave unit. It 
mainly carries out such jobs as data collecting and calculating, customer program 
execution, operation status testing and overall controlling. PLC receives work orders 
from the IPC by serial port, meanwhile it takes charge of the roller machine, relay, 
solenoid valve, external sensor and the button signals as well as imparting its 
controlling status to the IPC. 
 
2.2 Control Process 
This control system is specialized in full-auto functions, making it available for 
self-inspection, monitoring, flaw detecting, review, data storing, and report output in a 
unity. All the mechanical movements are done by the cylinder and the electric 
machine collaboratively. Communicating with the PLC through the RS-232 serial port, 
the IPC controls the movement of the cylinder, running of the electric machine, and 
switches between various testing statuses. Mechanical drive, pneumatic control, 
start/stop buttons of all the electric machines are under the command of PLC.  
 
The general structure of the controlling unit is illustrated below as Chart 2: 



 

 

 
                   Chart 2   General Structure in the Control 
When it comes to debug, overhaul, and emergency, remote control can be 
implemented through keyboard or mouse if needed, or can manual operation after the 
start/stop button on the panel is pressed. 
 
In normal condition the PLC will be automatically in control. When the auto switch is 
on and the system starts normally, the proximity switch J1 can hoist the material 
picker from the feed bench. Then it picks the steel pipes one by one at a time and 
serves them into the roller path before they moves on in order. After the steel pipes get 
into the roller path the picker retracts. As the steel-pipes are put to place, proximity 
switch J2 retracts the cylinder sticks of the four wheel squeezer sets over the roller 
path in order. Among them the driving wheel squeezer (initiated by the electric 
machine) one by one squeezes the steel pipes and renders them screwing along the 
course. Some time lapsed, the four wheel squeezer sets return to place one after 
another in gear for the next turn of serving. Once the steel-pipe moves into the 
detecting area, the coupled mercury spouts water and leads off the process of 
ultrasonic flaw detecting. When a steel pipe is transported to the discharge roller path, 
proximity switch J3 retracts the cylinder sticks of the four wheel squeezer sets over 
the path in order. The driving wheel squeezer then proceeds to hold the steel pipe and 
screw it on. Once a pipe been detected, these four sets again return to their position 
respectively. The proximity switch then rises up the slant picker board of the 
discharge platform, allowing the pipes to roll into the unloading slot. At last, in the 
command of proximity switch J4/J5, the sorting device separates the flawed pipes and 
the flawless ones respectively to certain slots.  
3 Monitoring System Design 
The monitoring system is basically focused on communication between computer and 
the person using it so as to attain the goal of real-time monitoring and regulation by 
the detecting system in a fully automatic style. The master unit can get updated with 
the PLC through serial port 232 and real-timely interpret the messages sent by the 
PLC in different positions. After analyzing and making decisions, it delivers the 
controlling order to the PLC and its role of real-time monitoring and auto control 
comes to play. The whole monitoring system lies on the communication between the 
master unit and the PLC.  
The development of this system is grounded on C++ Builder. And the PComm 
External Control is chosen as the serial port communication control. PLC of FX2N 



 

 

Series has got a connector which enables it to get through to the master unit by 
communication program. There are two kinds of connection between the PLC and the 
master computer. One is that the master unit delivers initial instruction to the PLC; the 
other is the PLC sends initialization instruction to the master unit. To achieve the goal 
of real-time monitoring on the PLC, the system resorts to the first one which means 
the master unit works with precedence in the startup of communication. As the 
communication between PLC and the master unit become possible, the system 
manages these movements directly by the IPC as master unit and lives up to the 
concept of automation.  
3.1 Control Protocol Format 
When the PLC communicates with the master unit, the control protocol format it 
adopted is Format 4 according to the FX Communication Customer Manual. As is 
illustrated in chart 3 and chart 4, the instruction messages in Part A and Part C are sent 
by IPC to PLC; those in Part B are sent by PLC to IPC. 

Chart 3   IPC Reading the Data from PLC 

 
Chart 4   Inputs of Data from IPC to PLC 

 
ENQ in Chart 3 means enquiring (for communication); the stop number is used to tag 
the current PLC which the IPC is visiting; labels of PLC are introduced to distinguish 
among the CPUs of MELSECENT (II) or MELSECNET/B from PLC of Mitsubishi A 
Series. And the tag for PLC of FX Series is FFH; Instructions are sent to indicate 
particular tasks. For example, tasks like reading or writing are designated as BR, 
WWR, BW, WW; the datagram time is the delay time requested by the IPC as for the 



 

 

switch between conditions of sending and receiving. The available set time range 
from 0 to 150 ms; the character region is where the data are delivered; the proof and 
code is used to examine the messages received. The proof and code is made out of the 
two digits of the result as the hexadecimal ASCII codes of all characters between the 
first control code of the datagram and the proof and code are summed up. 
3.2 Communication Program Design 
In the master management system, the serial port com between the master unit and the 
PLC functions as an individual module. Considering that, the communication program 
is packed into a class for each module to call freely. A timer is also attached to the 
class, with a view to real-timely monitor the execution status of the PLC. 
The program opens the serial port in the construction function of the class to initialize, 
and closes the port in the deconstruction function. Then it compiles the public 
member function conforming to the linking protocol format between the PLC and the 
computer. What it writes in include compulsory setting and resetting, reading and 
writing, status query, regular status query and so on. Apart from that, it defines a 
structural variable of the global status for each module to call freely, as well as to 
spare repetitive regular status query on PLC with no use.  
3.21 Initialization 
(1) Definition of Variables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
（2）Initialization of Serial Port Com Class 
 
 

Choose the com port 2 
 

Serial Port Com Setting 
 
                               Clock Instantiation 
 
 
 
 
3.22 Examples for Important Functions of Port Com Class 
(1)Compulsory Setting Function 
 
 
 

#define STX    0x02 

  

  

， 

， ；  

#define ETX    0x03 
#define FORCE_ON      '7' 
#define FORCE_OFF    '8' 
#define PLC_READ      '0' 
#define PLC_WRITE     '1' 
int COMM_PORT = 2 ； 

int ret  ； 

ret = sio_open (COMM_PORT) ；// 
ret = sio_ioctl (COMM_PORT， B9600，P_EVEN | BIT_7 | STOP_1 ) ；// 

600)  ret = sio_SetReadTimeouts (COMM_PORT ，600， 
MState = new TTimer(NULL)；// 
MState->Interval = 3000；  //  Give the trigger time for the clock as 3 second 
MState->OnTimer = MachineStateTimer ；  //  Clock Event Function 
MState->Enabled = true ;   



 

 

 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                
                                        
                                          
                               
                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

int ret；  

cook_force_addr(addr) ; 
strcpy(cmd+2 ， cooked_addr) ；   
cmd[0] = STX ；   
cmd[1] = FORCE_ON ；   
cmd[6] = ETX ；   
ret = sio_write(COMM_PORT cmd ， ， 9) ;  

ret = sio_read(COMM_PORT cmd ，1)； ，  

cook_rw_addr(addr) ；   

sscanf(data_size ，"%d"，&count)； 
memset(cmd，0，256)； 

  strcpy(cmd + 2 ， cooked_addr) ；    
strcpy(cmd + 6 ， data_size) ； 
strcpy(cmd +8 ， data) ； 

cmd[0] = STX ； 

cmd[1] = PLC_WRITE ；   
cmd[8 + count*2] = ETX ；   
sum(8 + count*2+3) ；   
memset(data，0， count * 2 + 4)； 

ret = sio_write(COMM_PORT  cmd ， ， 8 + count * 2 + 3) ； 
ret = sio_read(COMM_PORT ，data ， count * 2 + 4) ；   
(3) Read the Data Function from PLC 
  int count ，ret  ； 
cook_rw_addr(addr) ；   

memset(cmd，0，256)   
strcpy(cmd+2，cooked_addr)    ； 
strcpy(cmd+6，data_size) 
 

；   

（2）Writing the Data Function to PLC: 
  

； int count，ret  

； &count)sscanf(data_size ，"%d" ， 

； 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 Full-auto ultrasonic flaw detecting control system presented in this paper packs up 
the com program into a class for each module in the system to call freely with fine 
transference. Specifically modified by the com setting or com format, the control 
system developed can interact with PLCs of different specifications and producers but 
still maintaining good condition. Its start/stop button and anto/manual control are 
directly under the command of the master unit. Manual operation in field is feasible 
and equally convenient. Capability of monitoring on the PLC is also added to the base 
of IPC for multi-channeled instrument of testing integration, which ends up with high 
cost-effect. This system proves stable in control and reliable in performance by 
testament in field.  
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cmd[0] = STX ；   
cmd[1] = PLC_READ ；   
cmd[8] = ETX ；   
sum(11)； 
memset(data，0，256)；   

ret = sio_write(COMM_PORT，cmd，11)； 
ret = sio_read(COMM_PORT，data，count * 2 + 4)；   
if (ret <= 0) 
    return -1 ；   
  return 0 ；   

query_machine_state() 

SendMessage( FindWindow(NULL ，"main_form，")，WM_MYMSG，0，0)； 

 (4) Timer Event 
；//      PLC Status Query Function 


